
On January 5, 2012 the USF&Ws published its Final Rule governing the breeding and 
talking/culling of addax, dama gazelle and scimitar-horned oryx.  The exemption from 
permitting is being eliminated and the same two permits (Captive Bred and TAKE) that 
apply to barasingha, Arabian oryx, Eld’s deer and red lechwe will apply to the three.  The 
effective date is April 4, 2012.

What this boils down to is that in order for a landowner to carry on with hunting these What this boils down to is that in order for a landowner to carry on with hunting these 
animals, they will need appropriate permits after April 4, 2012. There is much confusion 
in the hunting community in that many hunters are under the impression that they will 
no longer be able to hunt these species after April 4, but that simply is not true if the 

Many areas of Texas have been benefitting from generous rainfall in recent months.  
The areas around the Scrub Oak and S Ranches, where we largely deferred our 
hunts last season because of fires, have been receiving good moisture since late 
August of last year, and the deer are in good body condition.  South Texas received

upwards of 6” of rain last week, 
which is the equivalent of what 
we received all of last year in 
some areas of South Texas.  
Texas weather is always fickle, 
but it appears that we are in a 
wetter pattern at this time in 
many areas of the state.  We many areas of the state.  We 
still need some in far West 
Texas, where our mule deer 
country is located, so we’ll keep 
our fingers crossed that the 
Good Lord will bless those 
areas with moisture sometime 
soon, as well.soon, as well.
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http://www.cbsnews.com/video/watch/?id=7396832n&tag=contentBody;storyMediaBox


For those of you who may not have seen this story that aired recently on 60 Minutes, 
we’ve included a link so that you can watch it at your convenience. We believe that 60 
Minutes did a fair job of trying to represent both sides of the story in a balanced fashion, 
especially when you consider that things tend to be misrepresented in mainstream 
national media when it comes to hunting. 

ments as too cumbersome and will be de-incentivized to continue to serve as caretakers 
of these animals that are largely non-existent in the native ranges. This is clearly a 
classic example of how the anti-hunting and animal rights activists have leveraged the 
Endangered Species Act in a fashion where the wildlife resource suffers. These people are 
not interested in the welfare of these animals, but are determined to shut down hunting, 
even at the expense of the resource. 

ranch has the appropriate permits. Please know, WSI is already familiar with these 
requirements and we already have red lechwe enrolled under this program at H. Yturria 
Ranches, so for us, we will simply amend our current permits to include scimitars and 
addax, and will continue offering hunts for these species.

The ultimate loser of this 
unfortunate permitting 
requirement is the animals 
themselves. Many ranches 
have been reducing their 
numbers or trying to liqui-
date altogether, and truth 
be known, there are signifibe known, there are signifi-
cantly fewer of these 
animals in Texas now than 
there where a year ago, and 
that number will continue 
to dwindle, as many land-
owners view these require-

Click here or on the 
Video to watch at 
CBSNews.com

http://www.cbsnews.com/video/watch/?id=7396832n&tag=contentBody;storyMediaBox
http://www.cbsnews.com/video/watch/?id=7396832n&tag=contentBody;storyMediaBox


Now is the time to schedule your nilgai hunt for 2012. These bigstrong beasts, from India, 
offer an extremely challenging and exciting hunting experience. Often referred to as blue 
bulls because of their bluish hue that mature bulls take on, nilgai are wary animals that 
often spook at the drop of a hat. They are incredibly hard to bring down and the ranch 
has a policy that the caliber must be a minimum of a .300 mag, and well constructed 
bullets are also recommended, such as bonded or A-frame type bullets.

True to sheep form, aoudads tend to frequent rugged, remote terrain. Their eye sight is 
eagle-like, they are as wary as any game animal in North America, and they are extremely 
hardy, and hard to anchor, even with a well placed bullet. Simply put, this is a hunt that 
should be in any serious big game hunter's travel plans.

We conduct the majority of these hunts on two 
large properties near Alpine and Marathon, 
TX. One ranch encompasses almost 200,000 
acres, and the other even larger than that. This 
is big, raw, unspoiled country, very well suited 
to a sheep's liking.  

Our package includes 3.5 days, and 4 nights, Our package includes 3.5 days, and 4 nights, 
with guide, lodging, meals, and game care 
included as part of the package. Facilities are 
modest, but plenty adequate.

Our 2 x 1 guided hunts are priced at $3995, and Our 2 x 1 guided hunts are priced at $3995, and 
our 1 x 1 hunts are $4495. Nonresident licenses 
are $48 and are guaranteed, with no drawing 
or lottery. 

Over the last 3 years, we have had a great run
 on big sheep, with well over 50% of our harvest including rams over 30". Success rates 
on having shots at mature rams approach 90%. But, make no mistake; this is not a fish 
shoot. This is most well suited for a hunter looking for a sporty, challenging experience 
in big wild terrain, chasing extremely wary animals. Big time hunting, at a very reason-
able price.

These 2.5 day, 3 night packages take place out of two H. Yturria Ranch camps, with the 
primary camp being described as one of an African safari façade which is cut out of the 
native south Texas brush in a wild setting and features six individual chalets, bunkhouse 
with kitchen and large dining/lounging area, and comfortable screened in porch to enjoy  

http://www.wildlifesystems.com/aoudad_sheep_hunting.asp
http://www.wildlifesystems.com/nilgai_antelope_hunting.asp


That’s it for now, 

Your friends at Wildlfie Systems, Inc.

Wildlife Systems, Inc. is excited to announce that we will be offering pronghorn antelope 
hunts on the historic Day Ranch located between Clayton and Raton, New Mexico.  Com-
prising well over 40,000 acres, this is outstanding pronghorn country, known for its great 
numbers with quality horn characteristics.

This hunt is well suited for many different occasions,
including young hunters, husband/wives, and corporate 
outings, as well.  This is not a physically demanding hunt, 
and with warm temperatures, along with a 2 ½ day 
program, it is a convenient option for someone looking for 
a fun hunt without tying up a lot of time or having to bring a fun hunt without tying up a lot of time or having to bring 
much specialty clothing or gear.

Please click here to see the complete information on the 
New Mexico Pronghorn hunt, including; dates, lodging, 
meal, etc..

your lunch. A large fire pit is where your culinary meats will be flame broiled and where 
you can enjoy your evening drink under the bright Texas stars.

We also conduct whitetail deer and turkey hunts here as well. Most nilgai hunts take place 
in January- April, but let us know if you would like to look at alternative time periods like 
late September and October.

A modest price of $2595 
includes your guide (1x1 for 
smaller groups and 1.5 x 1 on 
larger groups), meals, and we 
skin, cape, and quarter your 
bulls. Nilgai meat is excellent 
game fare and you can have
the bull fully processed at the bull fully processed at 
your expense at a local 
commercial processor.

We hunt four divisions of the 
Yturria Ranch in total, and 
other animals available as an
add on or as a separate hunt all together, are scimitar horned oryx, gemsbok, beisa oryx, 
lechwe, white bearded gnu (wildebeest), zebra, springbok, hogs and javalina.

http://www.wildlifesystems.com/pronghorn_antelope.asp
http://www.wildlifesystems.com/pronghorn_antelope.asp
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